
Flourishing 
Foodvalley
Pattern language as a co-design method to approach the transition 
towards circular agricultural systems in a hybrid landscape.
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03 / 088 Foodvalley, the Netherlands

agricultural land
natural areas 
recreational areas

urban areas
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Veluwe

Utrechtse Heuvelrug
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    10 km0
N

Nijkerk

Province 
Utrecht

Province 
GelderlandBarneveld

Ede

Renswoude

Veenendaal

Rhenen
Wageningen

Scherpenzeel

Regional network organization

National government

Provinces of Utrecht & Gelderland

Water authority Valley & Veluwe

Municipalities (8)

Knowlegde institutes (e.g. WUR)

Agri-food businesses (e.g. Arla & Campina)
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05 / 088 Urgent societal challenges

urban developmentagriculture
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    25 km0
N

Natura 2000

A network of protected areas covering Europe’s most 
valuable and threatened species and habitats.
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NH3NOx
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15% 46%
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NH3NOx

Urban activities vs. agricultural activities
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AmmoniaArtificial fertilizer & pesticides

manure livestock

Greenhouse gasNH3N N2O

(Siebe Swart, 2020)(Melkvee, 2018)

Causes

Continuous cost reductions & focus on efficiency:  
scaling up, intensive (monocultural) land – use and the 
use of artificial fertilization
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Resource depletion and scarcity,  overexploitation of land, and 
fragmentation and degradation of ecosystems. 
Exacerbated by climate change (extreme drought and flooding).

(de Eemskrant, 2020)
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012 / 088 Spatial concentration 
environmental degradation

Peat oxidation - soil subsidence

Fertile soil under pressure

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

3

2

forest

natura 2000

extensive livestock farming

urban areas

streams
roads

intensive livestock farming

‘polder’ landscape

1

2

Pressure from urbanization3

Pressure on biodiversity4
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013 / 088 Spatial concentration 
climate change 
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4
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Fluctuating water levels

Fluctuating ground water levels

Sinking of ground water

Extreme dry grounds

1

2

3
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forest

natura 2000

extensive livestock farming

urban areas

streams
roads

intensive livestock farming

‘polder’ landscape
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Healthy - Connected - Circular

Top region agri-food in 2030
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015 / 088 What does circularity mean?

circularityrecyclinglinear

‘ Circularity refers to an alternative production, 
distribution, and consumption model ’ 
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016 / 088 Conceptualization circularity

ReSOLVE framework
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1	  Principle	  

Preserve	  and	  enhance	  natural	  
capital	  by	  controlling	  finite	  
stocks	  and	  balancing	  
renewable	  resource	  flows	  
ReSOLVE	  levers:	  regenerate,	  
virtualise,	  exchange	  

Op:mise	  resource	  yields	  by	  
circula:ng	  products,	  
components	  and	  materials	  
in	  use	  at	  the	  highest	  u:lity	  
at	  all	  :mes	  in	  both	  technical	  
and	  biological	  cycles	  
ReSOLVE	  levers:	  regenerate,	  
share,	  op;mise,	  loop	  
	  

Foster	  system	  effec:veness	  by	  
revealing	  and	  designing	  out	  
nega:ve	  externali:es	  

2	  Principle	  

3	  Principle	  

Farming/collection 1

Biochemical 
feedstock

Regeneration

Extraction of 
biochemical 
feedstock2

Cascades

Collection

Parts manufacturer

Product manufacturer

Service provider

Collection

User

Biosphere Recycle

Refurbish/
remanufacture

Reuse/redistribute

Maintain/prolong 

6   2803  0006 9 

Consumer

MINIMISE SYSTEMIC LEAKAGE 
AND NEGATIVE EXTERNALITIES

FINITE MATERIALSRENEWABLES 

Biogas

Regenerate Substitute materials Virtualise Restore
Renewables flow management Stock management

Share

Preserve and enhance natural capital 
by controlling finite stocks and 
balancing renewable resource flows
ReSOLVE levers: regenerate, virtualise, 
exchange

Optimise resource 
yields by circulating 
products, components 
and materials in 
use at the highest 
utility at all times in 
both technical and 
biological cycles
ReSOLVE levers: 
regenerate, share, 
optimise, loop

Foster system effectiveness by 
revealing and designing out negative 
externalities

Figure 1: Circular economy – an industrial system that is restorative and regenerative by design

DELIVERING THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY – A TOOLKIT FOR POLICYMAKERS • 21 

 

• Shift to renewable energy and materials

• Reclaim, retain, and restore health of ecosys-
tems

• Return recovered biological resources to the 
biosphere

• Share assets (e.g. cars, rooms, appliances)

• Reuse/secondhand

• Prolong life through maintenance, design for 
durability, upgradability, etc.

• Increase performance/efficiency of product

• Remove waste in production and supply chain

• Leverage big data, automation, remote sens-
ing and steering

• Remanufacture products or components

• Recycle materials

• Digest anaerobically

• Extract biochemicals from organic waste

• Dematerialise directly (e.g. books, CDs, 
DVDs, travel)

• Dematerialise indirectly (e.g. online shop-
ping)

• Replace old with advanced non-renewable ma-
terials

• Apply new technologies (e.g. 3D printing)

• Choose new product/service (e.g. multimodal 
transport)

Figure 2: The ReSOLVE framework: six action areas for businesses and countries 
wanting to move towards the circular economy

SOURCE: Ellen MacArthur Foundation, SUN and McKinsey Center for Business and Environment, Growth Within: A 
Circular Economy Vision for a Competitive Europe (2015). Based on S. Heck, M. Rogers, P. Carroll, Resource Revolution 
(2015).

XCHANGE

1

2

3

(Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2015)
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Focus on  businesses (industrial 
and commercial) rather than  more 
comprehensive strategies to manage 
resources.

Industrial & commercial focus

REDUSES

!4!NNOVATION

PRIMIUM

REPURPOSE

INGENIEUR MET VERHAAL

REGIO FOODVALLEY

GEMEENTE CIRCULAIR

NATUURLIJK BEHEER

KIEMT

CIRCULAIR SLOPEN

GROENE CIRKELS

AGRODOME

    20 km0
N

(Foodvalley, 2020)

+

+

+

+
LIVING LAB 
CIRCULAIR

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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+
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theorytheory policypolicy

territory territory

research & design

circularitycircularity

Territorial approach

The knowledge gap concerns insufficient (theoretical) knowledge on a territorial 
approach regarding circularity. Making it difficult to incorporate circular goals in 
large-scale regional strategies and designs.

The territory can be used to connect circular development 
strategies to ecosystem, landscape or territorial assets, in 
order to improve  the region regenerative capacity.
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019 / 088 Landscape reflecting old agricultural system...
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020 / 088 Landscape reflecting new circular system...

What does the territorial circularity approach need?
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021 / 088 Socio - ecological metabolism

IV
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ry

(reprinted from Molina & Toledo,  2018, p.64)

Degraded territory Foodvalley

understand

A way to examine the current material and energy flows in territory, 
and how this is shaped by various social and economic forces.

‘methaphor that compares the built environment to a cell’

inform

Territorial circularity approach
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Participatory transition management

(Roorda et al., 2014; Rotmans et al., 2010)

Regenerative territory 
Foodvalley

Territorial circularity approach
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detoriates implement?

A way to manage the transition to circular agricultural systems that 
facilitates collaborative visioning, learning & experimenting

(De Gelderlander, 2021) (De Gelderlander, 2021)
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1. What possible synergies and closed loops can be identified in the current socio-
ecological metabolism to increase the Foodvalley region’s regenerative capacity?

2. Which circular agriculture patterns are necessary to harvest the possible 
synergies and closed cycles in the socio - ecological metabolism of the region?

3. What strategy can be used to facilitate co-creation in circular developments, in 
the agricultural sector of the Foodvalley region?

4. How can the implementation of the circular approach in the Foodvalley region 
be evaluated in order to formulate policy recommendation as well as further 
theoretical studies?

How to reconfigure the territory of the Foodvalley region, to facilitate 
regenerative circular developments, using a co - creation method?
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systems 
thinking

design
thinking

Systemic design

Socio - ecological
metabolism 

RQ 1 RQ2 RQ3 & RQ4

Foodvalley
& agri - food

Participatory  
transition 

management

Pattern language

research
stakeholders

de�ne the
system

map the 
system

choose 
leverage point

ideate
solutions

prototype
solutions

test evaluate 
results
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(Ospina, 2015)
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(Ospina, 2015)

research
stakeholders

de�ne the
system

map the 
system

choose 
leverage point

ideate
solutions

prototype
solutions

test evaluate 
results
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(based on: KPMG, 2019; Metabolic, 2017)

artificial 
fertilizers

NL

87% re-use

12% incineration

1% landfill

export

antibiotics

20.000 ton

1.200 ton

import animal 
feed

400 ton

8.000 ton

1.000 ton

115 ton

12.000 ton

600 ton

pesticides

grazing 
livestock

food import

Distribution and
processing

food industry
Foodvalley

fertilizers

P

N

intensive 
livestock farming

manure 
processing

consumers
foodvalley

waste 
processing

waste 
processing

76% organic waste

8% salt

8% minerals

8% other

residual
waste stream

375.000 ton milk

27.500 ton eggs

300.000 ton meat

livestock
farming

45%  potatoes 

5%  grains

5%  vegetables

5%  fruits

40% other

arable farming
& horticulture

9.500.000 animals

45.000 ton

< 45.000 ton ‘NPK fractie’ 
in manure

350.000 ton

1.300 million doses

300.000 animals

arable farming
& horticulture

cattle feed
agriculture

11.000 ha

16.500 ha

1.500 ha

grassland

to add - amount of 

water & energy

1 million 
ton

35.000 ton

30.000 ton

60.000 ton
2.5 million 

ton

3.5 million 
ton

Agri-food chain

Quantification, not their relation with the territory (spatial, social & 
ecological context)
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outside Foodvalley

inside Foodvalley

1

1

1

2

2

3

high import focus animal 
proteins

3 large output of 
residual flows 
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intensive livestock farming extensive livestock farmingintensive livestock farming

intensive livestock

extensive livestock

mixed livestock production

arable farming / horticulture

grazing livestock

42 %

40 %

10%

8 %

25 %

52 %

15 %

8 %

55 %

25 %

15 %

5 %

companies

financial 
scale

surface
area

intensive livestock farming

intensive livestock

extensive livestock

mixed livestock production

arable farming / horticulture

grazing livestock

42 %

40 %

10%

8 %

25 %

52 %

15 %

8 %

55 %

25 %

15 %

5 %

companies

financial 
scale

surface
area

Appropriation

livestock farming arable farming

    15 km0
N

nature extensive livestock
agricultural land mixed livestock

urban areas intensive livestock

intensive livestock farming

intensive livestock

extensive livestock

mixed livestock production

arable farming / horticulture

grazing livestock

42 %

40 %

10%

8 %

25 %

52 %

15 %

8 %

55 %

25 %

15 %

5 %

companies

financial 
scale

surface
area

intensive livestock farming

intensive livestock

extensive livestock

mixed livestock production

arable farming / horticulture

grazing livestock

42 %

40 %

10%

8 %

25 %

52 %

15 %

8 %

55 %

25 %

15 %

5 %

companies

financial 
scale

surface
area

intensive livestock farming

intensive livestock

extensive livestock

mixed livestock production

arable farming / horticulture

grazing livestock

42 %

40 %

10%

8 %

25 %

52 %

15 %

8 %

55 %

25 %

15 %

5 %

companies

financial 
scale

surface
area

compa-
nies

surface
 areas

financial 
scale

(adapted from Regio Foodvalley, 2019)
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028 / 088 Transformation

wholesale of agricultural raw materials and live animals

processing of crops, vegetables and fruit

manufacture of food and beverages

    10 km0
N

nature
agricultural land

urban areas
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029 / 088 Circulation & consumption

A

A B

B

supermarkets

horeca
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urban areas
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appropriation 
landscapes

transformation, circulation  & 
excretion landscapes

transport indside / 
outside the region

import and 
export

circulation  & 
consumption landscapes

natural landscapes

Dynamics
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fertilizers, antibiotics, manure

water

energy

waste

animal feed

processed food

produce
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1

3

2

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

Social network - employement

nature Supply animal feed Food services

agricultural land Processing of food (e.g. Arla Foods) Transport of food

urban areas Knowledge food (e.g. Wageningen campus) Trade of food

30 % 
food related 
businesses

41%
agricultural land

33% 
hbo / wo

37 % 
employed persons 
works in the food 
sector

30 % 
food related 
businesses

41%
agricultural land

33% 
hbo / wo

37 % 
employed persons 
works in the food 
sector

(Christelijke Hogeschool Ede, 2020; Foodvalley, 2019)
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FOODVALLEY

Understand how environmental impact of 
resource use mechanisms is shaped by social & 
economic forces (e.g. actors and governance).

And the relation between resource use and their 
spatial dimension / underlying infrastructures.

nature 500 - 3000     kg NH3 / year

agricultural land > 3000           kg NH3 / year

urban areas 0 - 500           kg NH3 / year
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research
stakeholders

de�ne the
system

map the 
system

choose 
leverage point

ideate
solutions

prototype
solutions

test evaluate 
results
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A place in the system where a finely tuned, strategic intervention is capable of creating 
lasting change, creating positive ripple effects that spread.
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 Constant, parameters, number Material stock & flows

Buffer sizes Relative delays

Negative feedback loops Positive feedback loops

Mindset / paradigm

Rules of the systemInformation flows

Goals of the systemStructure of the system

Power to see the paradigm

(Meadows, 1999)
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(Ehrlichman, 2021; Meadows, 1999)

System

Most design interventions are 
based on these leverage points

These leverage points have a higher 
transformative capacity, 
but these are harder to design for

Leverage impact
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Main land-use type

extensive livestock farming
arable farming

intensive livestock farming

5 - 25
25 - 50
> 50

0 -1000 -1 mm

-2 mm1000 - 2000
2000 - 3000
3000 - 4000
> 4000
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Use substitute for artificial fertilizer

medium deposition

high deposition

low deposition

RQ1: 
Possible synergies and closed loops 
to increase regenerative capacity

Current system has certain leverage 
points, where strategic interventions 
can help to increase the regenerative 
capacity of the region.

Leverage points have different order 
of effectiveness, and therefore a 
differing transformative impact

Territorial approach (socio - ecological 
metabolism) helps to determine 
suitability for strategic intervention 
(where, which actors) 

Nitrogen deposition

Suitability strategic intervention

5 - 25
25 - 50
> 50

0 -1000 -1 mm

-2 mm1000 - 2000
2000 - 3000
3000 - 4000
> 4000

+

+

+

I II III
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research
stakeholders

de�ne the
system

map the 
system

choose 
leverage point

ideate
solutions

prototype
solutions

test evaluate 
results
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038 / 088 Circular agriculture...

Uses (raw) materials and resources efficiently and 
carefully. Renewables are preferred. 

Has a closed balance (no waste). Priority to 
localizing and shortening chains (reduce, re-use, 
recycle).

Is resilient and adaptive to changing conditions

Operates on the basis of renewable energy and is 
CO2 neutral.

Offers fair value creation and working conditions.

Handles the available land/water available with 
care. Preserves and protects biodiversity

Protects human well-being and health, and is 
accessible to all.
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Current system

Desired system

Leverage points

Goals

Design solutions
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research
stakeholders

de�ne the
system

map the 
system

choose 
leverage point

ideate
solutions

prototype
solutions

test evaluate 
results
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(adapted from: Hausleitner, 2021)
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Pattern language

‘Patterns involve a generic set of ingredients and 
possible solutions, translatable to a wide range of 
conditions.’  (Alexander et al., 1976)

Breaks down complexity into easily understood ‘blocks 
of knowledge’. 

 

A set of requirements -
organised hierarchically

Represented in a network of solutions
you can start anywhere!

circular agriculture

renewable energy biological control

transparancyre - use of manure

logistics
education & development

new farming techniques
infrastructure



041 / 088 Development of patterns - scenarios

agro - industrial 
optimize system, diminish externalities

reflections reflections

agro - ecological
transform system, avoid externalities
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DEVELOPMENT
& EDUCATION

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Training centers are required to facilitate education, knowledge 
sharing, and the development of relevant skills.

P.4
1 3

2

4

5

6

1. Five scales of actions 

2. Title of pattern

3. The colors refer to the three different types of 
actions defined to achieve circulairty. 
 
 Blue = systemic circularity
 
 Green = territorial circularity 

 Red = promoting circularity 

4. Hypothesis of what patterns implies

5. Representative image

6. Related patterns, indicates connection to other 
patterns.

transcalar

farm

cluster of farms

region

micro

meso

macro

program / principle++

Scales

T.1, T.3, R.1, R.2, R.7, N.1, F.2, F.3

Structure pattern
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T = transcalar

F = farm    micro

P = program / principle

N = network     meso

R = region     macro
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

TRANSPARENCY
FOOD CHAIN

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Transparency in environmental, economic, and social processes aids in the 
development of trust and acceptance of food production, while also establishing a 
foundation for business interaction and collaboration in the agri-food chain.

T.1

T.2, R.1, R.2, N.1, P.1, P.2, P.3, P.4
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

TRANSPARENCY
FOOD CHAIN

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Transparency in environmental, economic, and social processes aids in the 
development of trust and acceptance of food production, while also establishing a 
foundation for business interaction and collaboration in the agri-food chain.

T.1

T.2, R.1, R.2, N.1, P.1, P.2, P.3, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BLURRING
BOUNDARY

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

In the hybrid landscape, the transition zones between different functions are an 
ideal space for agri-food businesses and supporting services that aid in the circular 
transition. Furthermore, people may begin to appreciate and protect their natural 
ecosystem as a result of a meaningful connection.

N.1

T.1, T.2, R.1, R.2, R.3, N.2, P.1

Space as a mediator
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 Two groups of patterns are too far apart in scale 
(reprinted from Salingaros, 2000, p.156)

T

R

N

F

P

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

TRANSPARENCY
FOOD CHAIN

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

T.1

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LANDSCAPE 
AWARENESS

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

T.2

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BLURRING
BOUNDARY

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

N.1

HYPOTHESIS

RELATED PATTERNS

EMPTY
SPACE

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

F.1

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

RECREATIONAL
ROUTE

N.2

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ARTIFACTS 
& KIOSKS

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

P.1

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

FARMERS 
MARKETTRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 

LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

P.2

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

CO - OPERATION
TOURISM

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

P.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DEVELOPMENT
& EDUCATION

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

THINK AS 
A REGION

R.2

BENEFIT LOCAL CONDITIONS

think as a region

advantage
op place contitions

reprocity programma
location, raw materials

F
V

O
A

O
LLEY

D

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PLACE 
CONDITIONS

R.3

BENEFIT LOCAL CONDITIONS

think as a region

advantage
op place contitions

reprocity programma
location, raw materials

F
V

O
A

O
LLEY

D

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

RESILIENT 
ECOSYSTEM

T.3

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

FRUGAL
FRESHWATER

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ECOLOGICAL
NETWORK

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

R.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

EFFICIENT
LOGISTICS

T.11

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DATA IS 
ESSENTIAL

T.12

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOGISTICS & 
STORAGE HUB

N.5

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

IMPORTANT
NODES

N.4

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

MULTI SCALAR
INFRASTRUCTURE

T.13

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BIO - BASED
VALORISATION

T.14

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

NATURE -
INCLUSIVE 
FARMING

F.2

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

HIGH - TECH
FARMING

F.3

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PRECISION 
FARMING

P.11

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

AGRO
FORESTRY

P.12

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

SOLAR 
SHARING

P.13

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

CULTIVATING
RESOURCES

P.14

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ROBUST
WATERSYSTEM

R.5

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

INFILTRATION
& STORAGE

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.5

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ADD ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

P.5

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ADD NATIVE 
LANDSCAPE
ELEMENTS

N.8

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

WET 
CULTIVATION

P.6

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

GREEN 
BUFFERS

P.7

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

NATURAL
PURIFYING BANKS

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

P.8

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

HERB - RICH
GRASSLAND

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

P.9

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

SHRUBS, HEDGE-
ROWS & SINGLES

P.10

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

FRAME
BIODIVERSITY

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.6

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

NATURE - 
INCLUSIVE
CRAFTMANSHIP

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.7

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

AUTOMATIONT.9

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

SEPERATION
OF WASTE (WATER)

T.10

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DECENTRALIZED
RESOURCE
LOOPS

R.6

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS HYPOTHESIS

HUB WASTE 
MANAGEMENT

PROCESSING &
PACKAGING HUB

N.6 N.7

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

FINANCIAL 
NUDGE

T.15

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ADOPTING CLEAN
FARMING 
TECHNIQUES

R.7

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USERELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

CLOSING OF 
NUTRIENT 
CYCLES

T.16

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ENERGY MIXR.8

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USERELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

SOIL IS 
SACRED

T.17

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BIOLOGICAL
CONTROL

F.4

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

CROP 
ROTATION

F.5

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

MONITORING
LAND & WATER

F.6

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

COLLABORATING
TECHNOLOGIES

T.18

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

USE ALTERNATIVE
PROTEINS

T.19

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

VALUE
RESIDUAL 
FLOWS

N.9

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PRODUCTIVE
LANDSCAPES

N.3

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture collaboration between technologies

R & Dalley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

compostingproduce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PRODUCE ANIMAL 
FEED OWN FARM

F.7

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

EXTENSIVE
LIVESTOCK 
FARMING

P.15

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

STRIP
CROPPING

P.16

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ZONING
FUNCTIONS

R.9

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LAND 
SHARING

F.8

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

VARYING
UNIT SIZES

N.10

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DIVERSE 
TENURE MODELS

T.8

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

Higher level pattern (reprinted from 
Salingaros, 2000, p.156)
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

TRANSPARENCY
FOOD CHAIN

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Transparency in environmental, economic, and social processes aids in the 
development of trust and acceptance of food production, while also establishing a 
foundation for business interaction and collaboration in the agri-food chain.

T.1

T.2, R.1, R.2, N.1, P.1, P.2, P.3, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LANDSCAPE 
AWARENESS

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

The landscape must be allowed to develop, but its characteristics must be preserved 
and even enhanced where possible. Enhance regional landscape character and 
advocate for site-appropriate land use to promote landscape awareness and 
diversity. 

T.2

T.3, R.1, N.1, N.2, F.2, P.1, P.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

Scales of action
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

TRANSPARENCY
FOOD CHAIN

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Transparency in environmental, economic, and social processes aids in the 
development of trust and acceptance of food production, while also establishing a 
foundation for business interaction and collaboration in the agri-food chain.

T.1

T.2, R.1, R.2, N.1, P.1, P.2, P.3, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LANDSCAPE 
AWARENESS

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

The landscape must be allowed to develop, but its characteristics must be 
preserved and even enhanced where possible. Enhance regional landscape 
character and advocate for site-appropriate land use to promote landscape 
awareness and diversity. 

T.2

T.3, R.1, N.1, N.2, F.2, P.1, P.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BLURRING
BOUNDARY

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

In the hybrid landscape, the transition zones between different functions are an 
ideal space for agri-food businesses and supporting services that aid in the circular 
transition. Furthermore, people may begin to appreciate and protect their natural 
ecosystem as a result of a meaningful connection.

N.1

T.1, T.2, R.1, R.2, R.3, N.2, P.1

HYPOTHESIS

RELATED PATTERNS

EMPTY
SPACE

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Vacant land, empty rooftops, drosscapes, and buffer zones are examples of residual 
spaces that can be used to generate energy or provide ecosystem services.

F.1

T.3, R.3, R.9, N.10, F.8, P.5

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

RECREATIONAL
ROUTE

Local communities benefit from recreational routes because they provide a place for 
everyone to meet and socialize, run events, exercise, and enjoy nature.

N.2

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.1, T.2, T.3, R.3, R.4, N.1, P.1, P.3

Scales of action
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

TRANSPARENCY
FOOD CHAIN

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Transparency in environmental, economic, and social processes aids in the 
development of trust and acceptance of food production, while also establishing 
a foundation for business interaction and collaboration in the agri-food chain.

T.1

T.2, R.1, R.2, N.1, P.1, P.2, P.3, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LANDSCAPE 
AWARENESS

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

The landscape must be allowed to develop, but its characteristics must be 
preserved and even enhanced where possible. Enhance regional landscape 
character and advocate for site-appropriate land use to promote landscape 
awareness and diversity. 

T.2

T.3, R.1, N.1, N.2, F.2, P.1, P.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BLURRING
BOUNDARY

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

In the hybrid landscape, the transition zones between different functions are an 
ideal space for agri-food businesses and supporting services that aid in the circular 
transition. Furthermore, people may begin to appreciate and protect their natural 
ecosystem as a result of a meaningful connection.

N.1

T.1, T.2, R.1, R.2, R.3, N.2, P.1

HYPOTHESIS

RELATED PATTERNS

EMPTY
SPACE

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Vacant land, empty rooftops, drosscapes, and buffer zones are examples of residual 
spaces that can be used to generate energy or provide ecosystem services.

F.1

T.3, R.3, R.9, N.10, F.8, P.5

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

RECREATIONAL
ROUTE

Local communities benefit from recreational routes because they provide a place for 
everyone to meet and socialize, run events, exercise, and enjoy nature.

N.2

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.1, T.2, T.3, R.3, R.4, N.1, P.1, P.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ARTIFACTS 
& KIOSKS

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

In order to involve stakeholders, a site to display the extent to which areas are 
sustainable is necessary. A location with visible indicators of the entire energy, 
water, resource consumption cycle, as well as the generated waste production.

P.1

T.1, T.2, T.3, T.12, R.2, N.1, N.2

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

FARMERS 
MARKETTRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 

LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Farmers’ produce from the region is sold at the farmers market, which strengthens 
the relationship between consumers and producers.

P.2

T.1, R.1, R.2, R.6, N.1, N.4, F.1, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

CO - OPERATION
TOURISM

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

People are able to appreciate and protect both nature and farming practices more 
consciously as a result of ecotourism activities.

P.3

T.1, T.2, T.8, T.15, R.2, R.3, N.1, N.2, F.1, F.9  

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DEVELOPMENT
& EDUCATION

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Training centers are required to facilitate education, knowledge sharing, and the 
development of relevant skills for a circular agri-food chain.

P.4

T.1, T.3, R.1, R.2, R.7, N.1, F.2, F.3

Scales of action
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Hierarchical connections patterns 
(reprinted from Salingaros, 2000, p.156)

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

Connected framework
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RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DECENTRALIZED
RESOURCE LOOPS

R.6

Circularity of flows on a regional scale is dependent on decentralized infrastructure 
and local logistics. Infrastructure for grey and black water treatment, energy 
generation and distribution, and waste and material processing systems Recycled 
materials, generated energy, and cleaned water can all be used in novel ways 
to reduce reliance on primary raw materials while also alleviating environmental 
pressures.

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

T.10, T.12, T.13, T.14, R.1, R.2, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

THINK AS 
A REGION

R.2

BENEFIT LOCAL CONDITIONS

think as a region

advantage
op place contitions

reprocity programma
location, raw materials

F
V

O
A

O
LLEY

D

Unique alliances and ideas are formed at the regional level by connecting 
enterprising actors and various disciplines, allowing for the best use of local 
specifics in regional collaboration.

T.1, T.3, R.1, R.7, R.9, N.1, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PLACE 
CONDITIONS

R.3

BENEFIT LOCAL CONDITIONS

think as a region

advantage
op place contitions

reprocity programma
location, raw materials

F
V

O
A

O
LLEY

D

Taking advantage of the location’s characteristics, particularly the existing conditions. 
The state of the subsurface, or along the green and blue networks, as well as 
roads and railways. These unique circumstances can be used to accommodate the 
appropriate  agri-food-related activities (production, processing, distribution, etc.), 
while preserving the ecosystem. 

T.2, T.3, T.12, R.1, R.2, R.7, R.9, N.4, P.4, P.5 

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PRODUCTIVE
LANDSCAPES

Circular agricultural production in the Foodvalley region necessitates the generation 
of renewable energy on a local / regional scale.

N.3

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture collaboration between technologies

R & Dalley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

compostingproduce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.13, R.1, R.3, R.6, R.7, R.8, R.9, N.10, F.1

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

IMPORTANT
NODES

Agricultural production benefits from being near relevant infrastructure, processing 
hubs, logistics hubs and good access to distribution networks.

N.4

automation

point source waste 
water seperation

autonomous vehicles

local logisticse�cient and CO2 reducing logistics

seperation of waste
data monitoring decentralised 

infrastructural system

important nodes 
in logistics

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

multiscalar circular infrastructure

waste management hubs

bio-based valorisation �nancial nudge

INFRASTRUCTURAL CHANGE

R & D

centralised logistics zones
(collective storage and distribution)

T.11, R.1, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.5, N.6, N.7 

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops shorten the distances food and resources travel. Reducing the distances 
between production sites, processing and packaging, distribution and storage, 
retail, re-use and recovery, and pack to production. Contributing to regional-scale 
circularity and a close connection between consumer & producers.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4
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V
I. 

sy
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ic
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Consist of several scales of actions

Consist of higher - level and lower - level patterns

Build one connected framework (language), connections exist both on the same levels, and across levels

Help to render facets of circularity (e.q. social & systemic) to the territory by addressing required spatial conditions 

I

II

III

IV

Two groups of patterns are too far apart 
in scale (reprinted from Salingaros, 2000, 
p.156)

Hierarchical connections patterns 
(reprinted from Salingaros, 2000, p.156)

Higher level pattern 
(reprinted from Salingaros, 2000, p.156)

RQ2: 
Circular agriculture patterns that harvest the synergies & 
closed cycles
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research
stakeholders

de�ne the
system

map the 
system

choose 
leverage point

ideate
solutions

prototype
solutions

test evaluate 
results
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(Ospina, 2015)
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Rhenen

Achterberg

Utrechtse Heuverug

Wageningse Uiterwaarde

WUR

Ede

Eem

Blauwe kamer

Hooilanden

Veenendaal Bennekom

grassland / livestock farming

arable farming
natural areas
forest

water

urbanized areas
elevation lines

    2 km0
N

Veluwe

Neder - Rijn

Strategy

Priortize patterns > common goals 
or vision

Design > with selected patterns

Detailing > with additional patterns

1

2

3
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Wageningen
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IndividuallyCollaboratively
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Needs & ambitions

Description

Water authority
Vallei en Veluwe

Stakeholder description
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water
flood risk

    2 km0
N
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Agriculture transition & short chains

Human capital Innovation & cluster development Energy transition

Healthy food & healthy living environment

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PRODUCTIVE
LANDSCAPES

Circular agricultural production in the Foodvalley region necessitates the generation 
of renewable energy on a local / regional scale.

N.3

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture collaboration between technologies

R & Dalley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

compostingproduce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.13, R.1, R.3, R.6, R.7, R.8, R.9, N.10, F.1

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ADOPTING CLEAN
FARMING 
TECHNIQUES

Organic and low-agri-chemical farming techniques reduce pollution and the indirect 
ecological footprint of food.

R.7

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.3, T.16, T.17, T.19, N.9, N.10, F.2, F.3, F.8, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DEVELOPMENT
& EDUCATION

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Training centers are required to facilitate education, knowledge sharing, and the 
development of relevant skills for a circular agrifood chain.

P.4

T.1, T.3, R.1, R.2, R.7, N.1, F.2, F.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

RESILIENT 
ECOSYSTEM

T.3

All organisms must adapt to their surroundings in order to survive. This entails 
adapting to the climatic conditions of the ecosystem in order to survive. By 
preserving and improving ecosystems and their biodiversity, the overall resilience 
of the ecosystem will be increased.

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.2, T.6, R.3, R.4, R.5, R.7, N.1, N.8, F.2, F.8, P.4, P.5

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BLURRING
BOUNDARY

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

In the hybrid landscape, the transition zones between different functions are an 
ideal space for agrifood businesses and supporting services that aid in the circular 
transition. Furthermore, people may begin to appreciate and protect their natural 
ecosystem as a result of a meaningful connection.

N.1

T.1, T.2, R.1, R.2, R.3, N.2, P.1

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

LOCAL FOOD
ECONOMY

R.1

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Local loops contribute to regional-scale circularity by reducing distances from 
resource to processing site, distribution, retail, and then to re-use, remanufacture, 
material recovery, and back to the production cycle.

T1, T.11, R.2, R.3, R.6, R.9, N.1, N.3, N.4, N.9, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DIVERSE 
TENURE MODELS

A variety of land and property tenure models make agrifood-related businesses 
accessible to people based on their financial means and ownership requirements.

T.8

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.15, R.1, R.2, R.7, N.10, F,2, F.3, F.8

Vision Foodvalley (policy documents)
- circular, healthy & connected
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060 / 079 Prioritizing patterns
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Designing with patterns 061 / 079 
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Environmental layer

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ADOPTING CLEAN
FARMING 
TECHNIQUES

Organic and low-agri-chemical farming techniques reduce pollution and the indirect 
ecological footprint of food.

R.7

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.3, T.16, T.17, T.19, N.9, N.10, F.2, F.3, F.8, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

RESILIENT 
ECOSYSTEM

T.3

All organisms must adapt to their surroundings in order to survive. This entails 
adapting to the climatic conditions of the ecosystem in order to survive. By 
preserving and improving ecosystems and their biodiversity, the overall resilience 
of the ecosystem will be increased.

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.2, T.6, R.3, R.4, R.5, R.7, N.1, N.8, F.2, F.8, P.4, P.5

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ROBUST
WATERSYSTEM

R.5

The future water system is based on water retention, storage, and acceptance, as 
well as cleaning, separating, and purifying water in the region. As a result, a robust 
water system is extremely valuable for all functions within the hybrid landscape, 
including circular agriculture, nature, and urban areas.

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.3, T.4, T.5, T.10, R.2, R.3, R.4, R.6, N.9, F.6, P.4, P.5, P.6, P.8
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063 / 088 Environmental layer

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

INFILTRATION
& STORAGE

Rather than defending our land against the water, it is critical to work with it. The 
importance of retention, storage, and acceptance / inundation cannot be overstated. 
This water can be re-used for beneficial purposes such as irrigation, potable water 
supplies, groundwater replenishment, and environmental restoration.

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.5

T.2, T.3, T.4, R.3, N.9, F.1, F.6, F.8, P.5, P.6, P.8

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

WET 
CULTIVATION

P.6

Agricultural plots are extensively dewatered to enable agriculture. Wet cultivation 
is a form of agriculture that is suitable for use in areas that benefit from a high 
groundwater level.recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.3, T.4, T.5, T.8, R.3, R.5, F.2, F.6, P.4 

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

NATURAL
PURIFYING BANKS

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE
Nature-friendly banks are those that, in addition to providing flood protection, value 
the environment and landscape. Because of the differences in water height, this 
bank is considered a a dynamic ecological zone. Waterbodies and their banks can 
help promote biodiversity and environmental connectedness in this way.

P.8

T.2, T.3, R.4, R.5, R.6, F.6, P.5, P.6, P.10
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064 / 088 Social layer

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DEVELOPMENT
& EDUCATION

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Training centers are required to facilitate education, knowledge sharing, and the 
development of relevant skills for a circular agrifood chain.

P.4

T.1, T.3, R.1, R.2, R.7, N.1, F.2, F.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BLURRING
BOUNDARY

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

In the hybrid landscape, the transition zones between different functions are an 
ideal space for agrifood businesses and supporting services that aid in the circular 
transition. Furthermore, people may begin to appreciate and protect their natural 
ecosystem as a result of a meaningful connection.

N.1

T.1, T.2, R.1, R.2, R.3, N.2, P.1

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PRODUCTIVE
LANDSCAPES

Circular agricultural production in the Foodvalley region necessitates the generation 
of renewable energy on a local / regional scale.

N.3

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture collaboration between technologies

R & Dalley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

compostingproduce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.13, R.1, R.3, R.6, R.7, R.8, R.9, N.10, F.1
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065 / 088 Social layer

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

DEVELOPMENT
& EDUCATION

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Training centers are required to facilitate education, knowledge sharing, and the 
development of relevant skills for a circular agrifood chain.

P.4

T.1, T.3, R.1, R.2, R.7, N.1, F.2, F.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

BLURRING
BOUNDARY

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

In the hybrid landscape, the transition zones between different functions are an 
ideal space for agrifood businesses and supporting services that aid in the circular 
transition. Furthermore, people may begin to appreciate and protect their natural 
ecosystem as a result of a meaningful connection.

N.1

T.1, T.2, R.1, R.2, R.3, N.2, P.1

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

RECREATIONAL
ROUTE

Local communities benefit from recreational routes because they provide a place for 
everyone to meet and socialize, run events, exercise, and enjoy nature.

N.2

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.1, T.2, T.3, R.3, R.4, N.1, P.1, P.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ECOLOGICAL
NETWORK

Ecological networks aid in the enhancement of interactions between species within 
a community or ecosystem. A connected ecological network across the region 
allows for an ecological breeding ground, increasing the stability and resilience of 
local and regional ecosystems.

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

R.4

T.2, T.3, R.3, R.5, N.1, N.2, N.8, F.1, F.2, F.8, P.4, P.5   
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066 / 088 Social layer

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

RECREATIONAL
ROUTE

Local communities benefit from recreational routes because they provide a place for 
everyone to meet and socialize, run events, exercise, and enjoy nature.

N.2

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.1, T.2, T.3, R.3, R.4, N.1, P.1, P.3

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ECOLOGICAL
NETWORK

Ecological networks aid in the enhancement of interactions between species within 
a community or ecosystem. A connected ecological network across the region 
allows for an ecological breeding ground, increasing the stability and resilience of 
local and regional ecosystems.

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

R.4

T.2, T.3, R.3, R.5, N.1, N.2, N.8, F.1, F.2, F.8, P.4, P.5   
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Social layer

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

TRANSPARENCY
FOOD CHAIN

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Transparency in environmental, economic, and social processes aids in the 
development of trust and acceptance of food production, while also establishing 
a foundation for business interaction and collaboration in the agri-food chain.

T.1

T.2, R.1, R.2, N.1, P.1, P.2, P.3, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

FARMERS 
MARKETTRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 

LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

Farmers’ produce from the region is sold at the farmers market, which strengthens 
the relationship between consumers and producers.

P.2

T.1, R.1, R.2, R.6, N.1, N.4, F.1, P.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

CO - OPERATION
TOURISM

TRANSITION WITHIN HYBRID 
LANDSCAPE

spaces for education and development

local food economies change consumer behaviour farmers market

info pointgreater awareness landscape transition zone

transparancy in chain residual space true pricing co - operation with local tourism

People are able to appreciate and protect both nature and farming practices more 
consciously as a result of ecotourism activities.

P.3

T.1, T.2, T.8, T.15, R.2, R.3, N.1, N.2, F.1, F.9  
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068 / 088 

IndividuallyCollaboratively
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069 / 088 

follow - up

follow - up related 
to synergy

synergize

R.4
F.2

F.2

R.6

R.1

R.1

R.1

R.6

R.6

R.5
robust 
watersystem

R.7
adopting clean
farming tech.

R.1
local food
economy

R.4
ecological
network

F.2
nature-inclusive 
farming

R.6
decentralized
resource loops

Vision
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070 / 088 

N.2 
recreational 
route

R.6 
decentralized 
resource loops

N.3
productive 
landscapes

T.11
efficient logistics

P.8
natural purifying 
banks

R.4 
ecological 
network

F.2 
nature - inclusive
farming

N.8
native landscape 
elements

N.4
important 
nodes

P.4
education & 
development

Design
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071 / 088 Zooming in
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072 / 088 

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ECOLOGICAL
NETWORK

Ecological networks aid in the enhancement of interactions between species within 
a community or ecosystem. A connected ecological network across the region 
allows for an ecological breeding ground, increasing the stability and resilience of 
local and regional ecosystems.

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

R.4

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

ADD NATIVE 
LANDSCAPE 
ELEMENTS

N.8

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE
Landscape elements are the elements that make up the landscape. The addition 
of landscape elements entails, on the one hand, climate-smart ecosystem 
management. These measures, on the other hand, concern the expansion of 
existing landscape elements in both the countryside and the city.

T.2, T.3, T.6, R.4, R.5, F.1, F.8, P.5, P.7, P.10, P.12 

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

NATURAL
PURIFYING BANKS

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE
Nature-friendly banks are those that, in addition to providing flood protection, value 
the environment and landscape. Because of the differences in water height, this 
bank is considered a a dynamic ecological zone. Waterbodies and their banks can 
help promote biodiversity and environmental connectedness in this way.

P.8

T.2, T.3, R.4, R.5, R.6, F.6, P.5, P.6, P.10

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

NATURE -
INCLUSIVE 
FARMING

Nature-inclusive agriculture promotes a resilient food- and ecosystem. The aim is 
to create systems that are ecologically-sound and economically viable and do not 
exploit or pollute the environment.

F.2

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.2, T.3, T.7, T.8, T.15, T.17, T.19, R.4, R.7, N.10, F.8, P.4, P.5 

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

GREEN 
BUFFERS

Creating natural strips or green buffers along producing land parcels aids the 
farm’s maintenance, by allowing natural enemies of diseases and pests to thrive. 
It raises farmers’ awareness of the importance of the natural environment in their 
farming practices.

P.7

recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.3, T.6, T.17, R.4, N.8, F.1, F.2, F.4, F.8, P.5

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

WET 
CULTIVATION

P.6

Agricultural plots are extensively dewatered to enable agriculture. Wet cultivation 
is a form of agriculture that is suitable for use in areas that benefit from a high 
groundwater level.recreational route adding ecosystem services zuinig met zoetwater

resilient ecosystem promote nature - inclusive 
craftmanship

ecological network robust watersysteem
van bron tot monding

aanleg nieuwe 
landschappelijke elementem

wet cultivation broader + natural banks

frame biodiversity

purify water in a natural way

in�ltration and storage green bu�ers

herb rich
grassland

houtwallen / heggen / singels

WORKING WITH NATURE

T.3, T.4, T.5, T.8, R.3, R.5, F.2, F.6, P.4 

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

AGRO
FORESTRY

Agroforestry allows landowners to grow trees and shrubs in conjunction with crop 
and/or animal farming systems. Agroforestry can improve agricultural system 
resiliency (protect crops, improve nutrient utilization) and mitigate the effects of 
climate change (carbon storage). 

P.12

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.3, T.7, T.8, T.15, T.16, R.4, R.7, N.8, N.10, F.2, F.4, F.8, P.5, P.7

RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

STRIP
CROPPING

Strip cropping is a rewarding farming practice that provides advantages in 
addition to increased yields. Strip cropping is a good way to reduce soil erosion. 
Neighboring species that are properly selected have a positive impact on each 
other, increasing field productivity as well as underground and above-ground 
diversity and biodiversity.

P.16

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture

collaboration between technologies

diverse tenure models

alley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

produce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.3, T.7, T.17, R.4, R.7, N.10, F.2, F.4, F.8

Adding patterns
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N.5

F.2

N.6

N.7

Logistics & storage hub

Nature inclusive farming

P.7

P.8

Green buffers

Natural river banksWaste management hub

Processing & packaging hub

N.7

P.7

P.8

P.8

P.7

P.7
N.6

N.5

arable farming4 wet cultivation

arable farming2 agro - forestry

arable farming1 strip cropping & tourism

livestock farming3 extensive livestock farming

arable farming4 wet cultivation

arable farming2 agro - forestry

arable farming1 strip cropping & tourism

livestock farming3 extensive livestock farming

arable farming4 wet cultivation

arable farming2 agro - forestry

arable farming1 strip cropping & tourism

livestock farming3 extensive livestock farming

arable farming4 wet cultivation

arable farming2 agro - forestry

arable farming1 strip cropping & tourism

livestock farming3 extensive livestock farming

Small scale design

2

2

1

1

3

3

4

4
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Strip cropping & 
tourism

Agro- forestry

Extensive livestock farming

Wet cultivation
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F.7
producing animal 
feed own farm

P.10
shrubs, hedgerows
& singles

P.8
natural purifying
banks

N.2
recreational 
route

P.7
green
buffer

R.4
ecological network

P.15
extensive livestock
farming

P.8 P.9

P.10

N
K

P

Utrechtse
Heuvelrug

Supermarket

Hospitality

Consumers

Farmers
market

P.2 Strip
cropping

P.16 P.15 P.13Extensive
livestock

Solar 
sharing

Ecological
network

R.4

Natural purifying
banks

P.8

Recreational 
route

N.2

Agro
forestry

Hub waste
management

N.6 Logistics & 
storage hub

N.5P.12

Productive
landscapes

N.3

P.16
strip 
cropping

F.4
biological
control

Patterns add detail on different scales
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Productive 
landscapes

N.3

Recreational 
route

Green 
buffers

Extensive 
livestock farming

Producing animal 
feed own farm

Development
& education

Natural
purifying banks

N.2 P.7 P.15 F.7 P.4P.8

Depending on the selection of the patterns,
regenerative circular developments can look like this...

N.3

N.2

P.7

P.15

 P.4

 F.7

P.8
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Blurring 
Boundary 

N.1

Agro - 
forestry

Co - operation 
with tourism

P.12 P.3

Or like this...

N.1

 P.3

P.12
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P.7

P.8

Recreational 
route

Green 
buffers

Natural
purifying banks

N.2 P.7 P.8
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Consists of co -creation workshop that use patterns to enable solution oriented dialogue between 
private & public parties

Prioritizes certain patterns, according to (common) goals 

Connects patterns to existing spatial conditions / structures

Adds detail by incorporating related patterns

The designer can use the results as input to create a design for the area.

RQ3: 
Strategy to facilitate co - creation 
circular developments

I

II

III

IV
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research
stakeholders

de�ne the
system

map the 
system

choose 
leverage point

ideate
solutions

prototype
solutions

test evaluate 
results
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RQ4:
Evaluation circular approach - 
 - qualitative

Use P.L before?
(yes - no)voorbereiding bruikbaar toereikend eerder met pattern language

bekend onderwerpen beter gebrijpen door pl onder. nog een keer gebruiken

Familiar topic(s)?
 (1 - 5)

voorbereiding bruikbaar toereikend eerder met pattern language

bekend onderwerpen beter gebrijpen door pl onder. nog een keer gebruiken

P.L > understand the subject 
(in relation to the design)? 
(1 - 5)

5 = very much

4 = somewhat

3 = neutral

2 = not really

1 = not at all

voorbereiding bruikbaar toereikend eerder met pattern language

bekend onderwerpen beter gebrijpen door pl onder. nog een keer gebruiken

Use P.L. again?
(yes - no)

yes

no

voorbereiding bruikbaar toereikend eerder met pattern language

bekend onderwerpen beter gebrijpen door pl onder. nog een keer gebruiken

Design conclusions:

1. Outline various options in a co-creative process, 
allowing discussion of future development options.

2. Take advantage of the location’s existing conditions. 

3. Connect different scales. Assign each stakeholder 
the appropriate level of action.

4. Connect different functions in a spatial and social 
way.

5. Enhance spatial diversity to create synergies.



RELATED PATTERNS

HYPOTHESIS

PRODUCTIVE
LANDSCAPES

Circular agricultural production in the Foodvalley region necessitates the generation 
of renewable energy on a local / regional scale.

N.3

productive landscapes
biogas

solar sharing

high - tech farmingclean farming techniques energy mix

land sharing

soil conservation varying unit sizes monitoring of land

agro forestryextensive livestock
farming

precision farming

closing nutrient cycles grondsto�enteelt

permaculture collaboration between technologies

R & Dalley farming

crop rotation zoning

biological control value manure

compostingproduce animal feed 

use alternative proteins

SUSTAINABLE LAND - USE

T.13, R.1, R.3, R.6, R.7, R.8, R.9, N.10, F.1

S E P S

E

P

social impact

ecological impact

economical impact
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Operates on the basis of renewable 
energy and is CO2 neutral.

1 wind turbine (400 x 450 m) = 5.3 GWh / year
 = 3000 households per year

Indicator

1 wind turbine =  28.000 solar panels (9 ha)
= 20 soccer fields

1 wind turbine = manure from 2.354 cows

RQ4:
Evaluation circular approach -
quantitative
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How to reconfigure the territory of the Foodvalley region, to facilitate 
regenerative circular developments, using a co - creation method?

- The framework and associated methods can be used to incorporate circularity 
into spatial plans for the territory (adressing social, ecological & spatial context). 

-  Using circular agriculture patterns, which represent strategic design solutions, 
that increase the regenerative capacity of the socio - ecological metabolism.

- Provide space for solution oriented dialogue between stakeholders. By employing 
these patterns in a co - creation strategy, that enables patterns to be embedded 
in the context of the Foodvalley region.

- The results include input for site - specific regenerative circular developments on 
several scales. Needed to continue development after nitrogen crisis. 

V
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How to reconfigure the territory of the Foodvalley region, to facilitate 
regenerative circular developments, using a co - creation method?

- The framework and associated methods can be used to incorporate circularity 
into spatial plans for the territory (adressing social, ecological & spatial context). 

-  Using circular agriculture patterns, which represent strategic design solutions, 
that increase the regenerative capacity of the socio - ecological metabolism.

- Provide space for solution oriented dialogue between stakeholders. By employing 
these patterns in a co - creation strategy, that enables patterns to be embedded 
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- The results include input for site - specific regenerative circular developments on 
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Urban designer becomes mediator in the process. When actors are engaged, the 
design becomes significantly more valuable.

Designing ‘with’ circularity vs. designing circularity. How can circularity improve both 
resource efficiency as well as environmental, spatial and social quality. 

Usable for other territories facing similar societal challenges, as patterns identify a 
solution to recurring problems, transferable to a wide range of conditions.

V
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Thank you.
Are there any questions?
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